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Why reflect on our impact?

Creative strategist

Strategic Creative

We wanted to prove that small can be mighty, that
each and every step we take can make a difference
to our wider community and planet. Individuals and
organisations of all sizes can lead positive change.

Optimistic end to 2021
As a young business now coming up to the
mighty 5 years, we knew from the start we
had a lot to give but also a lot to learn. We
realised as we were evolving that we could
create more positive impact through our
work and giving back through different
social projects and initiatives.
But we weren’t benchmarking and recording
the changes we were making on both people
and planet. We didn’t track energy usage or
track mileage to work, by car or bike. This
document marks a change. From this point
forward, we can measure our impact and set
improvement goals year on year.
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Submitted
for evaluation
in October 2021,
with a score of

80.5

Making impact
We looked to the 17 UN SDG Goals as
guidance of where our help can make the
most improvements. We want to make sure
we use our skill set and the projects we are
involved with to create positive impact for
both planet and people.
We are aware that societal change is as
important as sustainability. Our thoughts
are that sustainability should be considered
as a standard practice in everything we do.
We worked hard over the past few years
to focus our business on working and
investing in projects that effect positive
changes in society.
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Improve the understanding
of complex issues and information

We understand the
long lasting impact
of creating accessible
communications to:

Enable multiple audiences to recognise
themselves and emotionally connect
Build trust by representing information
accurately and clearly to make it feel
relevant to as many as possible
Capture what’s really happening by
using relateable messaging & imagery
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Impact projects
Over the last year we have made a big
shift in who we are as a business resulting
in projects and clients we want to work with.
We now look forward to working with more
like-minded clients that share our core values
and want to play a role in improving society
on a range of issues and making sure our
impact on the planet is reduced.
We are proud of the work and the impact
we have created for our clients over the
last 12 months by connecting more people
to their causes.

Hertford Regional College

Supporting Art & Design students
with a flexible brand they could own.
More. gasstudio.co.uk/platform-hertford-regional-college

RunFest

Raising funds for children’s education
through a clear, colourful event rebrand.
More. gasstudio.co.uk/quendon-rickling-runfest

Huntingdonshire District Council

Communicating in a crisis through
a strong visual campaign identity.
More. gasstudio.co.uk/reopening-huntingdonshire
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Enfield Council

Preparing a council to brand everyday
changes for sustainable travel
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Revenue breakdown
Our business revenue is moving in the right
direction and we strive to pick clients based
on their impact and passion to do things
differently to improve people and planet.
The figures show how the changes are starting
to happen and have encouraged us to move
towards working with more Non-profit,
purpose driven and certified B Corporation
businesses to increase our revenue.
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2021 Turnover
25.23%
Non-Profit
Organizations

Purpose
Driven
0.59%

0%
Certified
B Corps

Non Purpose
Driven
74.18%

Through 2021 we have looked at our
business structure to make more impact.
These are a few of the highlights we
have already put into action.
Developed ethical policies for business
Commenced community resource
Amended Company Articles
Started an Internship Programme
Living Wage & Youth Friendly Employer

Internship in 2021. 405 Living Wage Hours supported and paid

Putting policies in place
We have officially made our intentions legal
obligations by changing our Company Articles
of Association in September 2021.

We have developed a range of policies
through 2021 to help us follow best practice.
www.gasstudio.co.uk/policies.html

We have added an Objects section so:

Equal Opportunities & Inclusivity
Sustainability
Accessibility
Volunteering & Pro Bono
Supplier Code of Conduct
Screening Clients & Projects
Prompt Payment Code
Living Wage
Whistleblower

i) we ensure the business and its operations
have a material positive impact on society
and the environment.
ii) w
 e are as transparent as we can be and
accountable about our impact, by measuring
and reporting back on our changes by
publishing an annual impact report.
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Our carbon emissions
This is our first time of measuring carbon.
We realise that 2021 are unusual years for
many with a pandemic and for us with an
intern programme.
2021 - 3 team members
* The 2021 figures have been worked out by our Internal GAS team
members, following a range of online resources. We may look at
measuring an average across team members and using external
verifiers. Following the unusual work patterns of 2020 and 2021,
we will look to a clearer reduction goal for 2022.
** O
 ur waste includes, Food, Plastic, Glass, Steel, Paper and Cardboard.
All waste that can be is recycled in the correct way.
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2021 (total 3470 KgCO E)*
2

Electricity

Waste**
Gas Heating

12%

28%

50%

7% 3%

Travel Car

Travel Car
& Train

(Direct Commute)

(Indirect Business)

Reducing our impact

Saving car miles through a
cycling to work programme.

As a small design studio and with our intention
of minimal impact from the very beginning our
carbon emissions are low.
This has not stop us aiming to improve our
impact as a business and personally a little
more every year.
At the outset we deliberately found a studio
within cycling distance of our homes so that
we could cycle to work when our commitments
made it manageable.

Move to renewable energy supplier
in Directors’ homes and GAS studio.

Company website now
powered by green energy.
Refillable & Smol products
used at home and studio

We aim to improve our ways of measuring.....

Directors’ pensions & personal
investments in sustainable funds.
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2021. 1529 Miles saved by bike. 372 KgCO2e saved.

Investing partners
While we are working towards our direct
impact on the environment we understand
that we can invest in projects to off-set
the emissions that we do create.
After lots of discussions and research into
the good and the bad of off-setting and
the pros and cons of planting trees, we have
decided to donate to the Woodland Trust
and match that with a donation to the
British Youth Council to impact the
youngest in our society.
We will also keep the conversation around
“is off-setting the best way” going so we
can think of long term alternatives.
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Every £100 donated will help the trust
care for enough woodland to capture
and store around four tonnes of carbon.
We have donated enough to capture and
store seven tonnes of carbon - 50% more
than our current carbon usage in 2021.
From the Woodland Trust: Our woods
effectively absorb carbon and need to be
maintained and cared for; your donation
will help us to continue to do this.
A donation to is neither an accredited
offset programme nor a carbon credit
purchasing scheme.

Every donation goes towards helping young
people discover a world of possibilities and
create the future they deserve.
From UK Youth: £20 could enable youth
workers to support young people to tackle
loneliness and improve their wellbeing.
£50 could enable a youth worker to teach
basic digital skills to young people who
are digitally excluded. We have donated
enough for 3 youth workers.

Giving time to good causes
Since we started the design studio in 2017
we have looked for ways to give our time and
the use of our skill set towards good causes.
In 2021 we have invested 10% of our creative
time to helping good initiatives support their
work in environmental and social projects.
Within this time we have inspired and given
confidence to the next generation of creative
students, launched a community venture
support initiative, increased the pro-bono
design time for education and guided the
thinking behind a nature recovery programme.

10
Hertford Regional College
Design Skills & Mentoring

Digital Boost
Mentoring

Form the Future
Hackathons & Advice
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Doubling Nature
Consultancy

Joining the People
Design Skills
& Innovation

%

RunFest
Design Skills
& Organisation

RunFest
Design Skills

Digital Boost
Mentoring Brand Skills

Hertford Regional College
Design Skills & Mentoring

Doubling Nature
Consultancy

Hertford Regional College
Design Skills

We’re shifting community ventures
towards designs that are full of life.

Joining the People
Using our skills in a supportive project
GAS Studio have recently gained a grant to
build a digital hub, ‘Joining the People’ to share
open source resources to explain how to build a
brand for community venture leaders. We are
managing ‘Joining the People’ as a separate
entity to GAS Studio.

Before embarking on the design phase we
interviewed 20 community venture leaders
and those who support them to understand
what their biggest challenges were, so we
could understand the resources they need
to get ready their brand journey.

Community Venture leaders are often time poor
and may not have marketing expertise or access
to expertise to fully understand the process.
We are going through initial stages of brand and
prototyping of digital hub and resources.

We will create resources that are light and
as jargon free as we can make them, providing
bite size information so as not to overwhelm,
but to encourage time investment and
commitment to the process.
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What we want to do next
As 2022 approaches, we reflect on what has
been a really tough 2021 for the whole world,
with the future for many still very uncertain.
Firstly we want to be grateful for what we
have and the resilience shown by many
businesses to support each other and survive.
Now we want to build stronger and set
goals and challenges for the years to come
making sure we can inspire and support other
individuals and communities while achieving
our social and environmental objectives.
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Gain certified B Corporation
accreditation.

%

Focuse new business around
of projects for Not-for-Profit
or public funded.

™

Devise a programme to donate 1%
of equivalent turnover to community
ventures, through funds and time.

A load of detail went into producing our
impact report. We are really happy to
share how we got here, if you are curious
(no secrets here).
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if you really
need to print please
ask for a printer
friendly version

www.gasstudio.co.uk

hello@gasstudio.co.uk

01799 615088

